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ABSTRACT
Topical segmentation is a basic tool for information access
to audio records of meetings and other types of speech docu-
ments which may be fairly long and contain multiple topics.
Standard segmentation algorithms are typically based on
keywords, pitch contours or pauses. This work demonstrates
that speaker initiative and style may be used as segmenta-
tion criteria as well. A probabilistic segmentation procedure
is presented which allows the integration and modeling of
these features in a clean framework with good results.

Keyword based segmentation methods degrade significantly
on our meeting database when speech recognizer transcripts
are used instead of manual transcripts. Speaker initiative is
an interesting feature since it delivers good segmentations
and should be easy to obtain from the audio. Speech style
variation at the beginning, middle and end of topics may
also be exploited for topical segmentation and would not
require the detection of rare keywords.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Segmenting a dialogue into meaningful units is a prob-

lem that has received considerable attention in the past
and can be seen as a preprocessing stage to information
retrieval [21], summarization [40], anaphora resolution and
text/dialogue understanding. This paper uses keyword rep-
etition, speaker initiative and speaking style to achieve top-
ical segmentation of spontaneous dialogues. The intended
applications are navigation support for meetings and other
everyday rejoinders and preprocessing for applications such
as information retrieval. This paper is also an attempt to
support the authors general claim that discourse style is an
important feature for information access in spoken language
as also discussed in other publications [31, 32]. A clean
probabilistic framework is presented which allows to formu-
late keyword repetition and speaker initiative as “coherence
features” whereas style is modeled as a “region feature”.
“Coherence features” are features that have to be coherent
within one topical segment – examples are the keyword dis-
tribution or speaker initiative. Speaker initiative is encoded
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by the speaker identity for each turn and possibly the in-
formation whether the turn is long or short. (see Sec. 6
for a discussion and experiments on the encoding of speaker
initiative).

“Region features” on the other hand are designed to model
properties of different regions of topical segments such as
the boundary and the beginning, middle and end of a topic.
Region features are used to model the change in the part of
speech distribution which is a stylistic feature. Region fea-
tures could also be used to encode features such as prosody
and pause lengths.

The databases used in the experiments contains every-
day rejoinders, meetings and (personal) telephone conversa-
tions 1. The effective access to audio records of this nature
could provide more accurate minutes, improve minutes by
adding “audio citations” and increase the confidence in the
minute construction process [22]. If meeting minutes are not
prepared an automatically generated index may improve the
access to the document. Meetings and other everyday rejoin-
ders are fairly different from broadcast news data which has
been the focus of information access to speech documents in
the recent TREC-SDR (information retrieval) [6] and TDT
(topic detection and tracking) initiatives. The following key
properties are effecting the dialogue segmentation problem:

speech recognition performance Typical best practice
Large Vocabulary Speech Recognition (LVCSR) word
error rates on broadcast news have been around 20%
[1] for fast decoders in 1998 whereas it is around 40%
for slow systems on meeting data in 2001. The most
likely explanation would be a significant difference in
speaking style of everyday rejoinders from broadcasts.

domain knowledge While broadcast news seems to cover
a large domain the topics seem to repeat themselves
and a lot of information related to the speech docu-
ment is available in electronic form. The topic repeti-
tion property allowed [38] to use only 100 topic mod-
els for segmentation while such preconstructed topic
models can’t be assumed for everyday rejoinders such
as meetings. Keywords of everyday rejoinders may be
highly ideosynchratic such that they may not be in
the vocabulary of an LVCSR system. Even if some
keywords are available it is unlikely that one can use
online resources for document expansion [34] and vo-
cabulary adaptation [7] which employ cooccurence in-
formation of keywords to enhance information retrieval

1 Additionally the publicly available database of a recent
publication on topic segmentation [4] is used for comparison.
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and speech recognition performance.

manual cuts and genre constraints Broadcasts and es-
pecially news shows are very specific genres which are
designed for mass consumption: News shows for ex-
ample are cut in short but very distinct stories which
are introduced or ended with very specific phrases. If
video is present a “cut” is likely inserted which may
be detected easily, narrowing down the number of pos-
sible topic boundaries. Everyday conversations on the
other hand don’t exhibit such clear topical boundaries
and topic-shifts may occur gradually.

We have participated in the DoD sponsored Clarity project
which dealt with dialogue processing on speech corpora.
Given the information above it was unlikely that keywords
detected by a speech recognizer would provide good fea-
tures for topic segmentation such that other features such
as speaking style have been investigated. To field products
on mobile devices [37] it would be an advantage to elimi-
nate the need for speech recognition altogether since it is
expensive.

The paper first presents related work (Sec. 2), the defini-
tion of topic (Sec. 3) and evaluation metrics (Sec. 4) as well
as the algorithmic framework (Sec. 5). Experimental results
are presented in Sec. 6 and conclusions are offered in Sec. 7.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Segmentation criteria
Topic segmentation has been studied by other authors

previously and a variety of segmentation criteria have been
suggested: [9, 10, 38] suggests that segments are assumed to
contain semantically distinct elements, usually presented by
lexical cohesion which is adapted in this work; [25, 2] sug-
gest that local features indicate topic shifts; [20] proposes
an approach based on rhetorical structure to derive a hier-
archical representation of the dialogue; [11, 33] show how to
use automatically detected prosodic features for segmenta-
tion; [36] uses initiative as a manual segmentation criterion
and finally multimodal features such as gesture, movement
and gaze are used by [28]. Discourse theories such as [8,
19] would also be attractive candidates for segmentation of
human dialogue and indeed [20] has shown success in pars-
ing rhetorical structure in text domains using keywords and
phrases.

The author therefore decided to use the widely studied
keyword repetition feature [9, 10, 38] and speaker initia-
tive as a “coherence features”. Speaker initiative has so
far only been used as a manual segmentation criterion [36].
Speaking style as encoded in the part-of-speech distribution
is explored as a “region feature”. The suggested algorithm
allows the direct integration of “coherence features” as well
as “region features”. So far algorithm designers have sepa-
rated the two sets of features or integrated them in a less
direct manner.

2.2 Keyword repetition algorithms
The part of the algorithm which handles coherence fea-

tures is related to the approach of [38, 29]. [38] assumes
that each segment of a conversation is generated by one of a
couple of hundred pretrained topics – the algorithm is there-
fore domain dependent. The algorithm presented here does

not make that assumption and is therefore domain indepen-
dent. The domain independence is achieved by training a
model for each segment on the fly instead of relying on pre-
trained models. An advantage of [38] is that information
about semantically related terms is included implicitly. This
may be achieved using other techniques such as [26]; how-
ever [38, 26] techniques rely on the availability of adequate
training material which may not be available for everyday
discourse or meetings. A fair comparison to [38] is not pos-
sible since there is really no topic repetition across dialogues
in our databases which would disfavor their approach while
the TDT database would require to add synonym handling
to this algorithm.

[29] presents the domain independent probabilistic word-
frequency algorithm for topical segmentation. It estimates
the probability of a boundary for every location in the text
and uses a thresholding technique to derive the actual bound-
aries. The drawback is that the estimation of the bound-
aries assumes fixed sized windows around the boundary and
the boundary placement is not optimized globally unlike the
Viterbi search employed by [38] and the proposed algorithm.

[10] is probably the most widely cited domain independent
algorithm for topical segmentation and relies on cosine sim-
ilarity measures combined with heuristic optimization cri-
teria and optimization procedures. Similar algorithms, ap-
plying similar measures with different optimization criteria,
are [29, 4]. [10, 4] where chosen to establish a comparison
to existing domain independent algorithms: [10] is known
widely and [4] is the most recent publication in this area
which compares to [12, 29, 10].

2.3 Boundary classification algorithms
Many algorithmic approaches have used boundary classifi-

cation: A classifier is trained which has the output “Bound-
ary: Yes/No”. Using “region features” the classifier can be
extended to produce other outputs for larger regions such as
“Begin of topic”, “End of topic” and so forth. The UMass
approach in [1] seems to model word type information in
different regions of topical segments using an HMM model.
The model presented here can be trained using a discrimi-
native classifier but imposes a fixed structure of the topical
segment.

Since news shows are a highly organized genres following
specific scripts very specific topic shift indicators (such as
LIVE, C. N. N.) can work very well which was used by [2, 11].
Other features studied as topic indicators are keyphrases,
pauses and prosodic features such as a preceding low bound-
ary tone or a pitch range reset [11, 33, 25]. While these may
be modeled easily using region features the author hasn’t
been able to establish good results on the dialogues although
the prosody module has been tested successfully on an emo-
tion detection task.

Boundary classification algorithms may also integrate in-
formation about the change in the keyword distribution us-
ing features similar to most keyword repetition algorithms [2,
11]. The critique of this technique is however that it is re-
lying on local, window based changes of the keyword dis-
tribution and that the algorithms are not applying a global
optimization over all possible sequences 2. On the other

2 One may argue that exponential segmentation models [2]
may weigh the contribution of the keyword repetition fea-
ture with the other models in a principled way. On the other
hand the parameterization of the exponential models used



hand the algorithm presented in this paper as well as [4,
38] integrate keyword information over the complete topical
segment.

3. DEFINITION OF TOPIC
A theoretically pleasing definition of topic that could be

applied reliably in practice doesn’t exist currently. A sim-
ple solution is to compose artificial data randomly picking
initial segments from different documents which constitute
the topics to obtain a database of different topics. This
method is used by [4] in his C99-database which is also used
in Tab. 1. The problem with that approach is that the mod-
eling of topic length may be artificial and the shifts between
topics may not be natural.

However this work is concerned with the segmentation of
naturally occuring dialogue in meetings and everyday rejoin-
ders where topic shifts are not that abrupt and uninitiated.
[25] discuss the topic definition problem in great detail and
the most common way to establish the quality of a definition
is a reasonable agreement between human coders (also called
“intercoder agreement”). [10] argues that “naive” (largely
untrained, linguistically inexperienced) coders generate suf-
ficient agreements compared to trained coders when asked
to place segment boundaries between topical segments. The
use of naive coders may also be appropriate for work in in-
formation retrieval since it may reflect results that could be
anticipated from users of an actual retrieval system. The
topic definition applied in this work instructs the coders to
place a boundary where the topic changes or the speakers
engage in a different activity such as discussing, storytelling
etc. The activities were annotated at the same time as the
topic segmentation was produced [31, 32]. The primary an-
notation for all databases was done by semi-naive subjects.
Some had considerable experience annotating the databases
with dialogue features however no special linguistic train-
ing or criteria were provided for the topic segmentation task
beyond the definition of activities.

The meeting database was also segmented by the au-
thor. The intercoder agreement was measured by (a) treat-
ing the second human similar to a machine using the stan-
dard evaluation metric (Sec. 4, Fig. 2), (b) measuring κ for
the boundary/non-boundary distinction for each utterance
(κ = 0.36) and (c) measuring κ for the distinction of links 3

as within topic / across topic (κ = 0.35). The κ-statistics
[3] therefore indicates that the intercoder agreement is rela-
tively low overall which is not surprising given the difficulty
of the task. The result seems to be in the same range as
other similar annotations [25].

4. EVALUATION METHODS
A standard evaluation metric for text segmentation has

been suggested by [2, 1]. The metric is fairly intuitive and
[2] argues that it is fairly robust against simple cheating
attempts. The intuition behind the metric is that a segmen-
tation is good if two words that belong to the same topic in
the reference belong to the same topic in the hypothesis.

may also be interpreted as a different weighting scheme be-
tween “coherence features” and “region features”. A pilot
experiment using a couple of settings did not indicate any
change of the segmentation accuracy.
3Refer to Sec. 4 for the description of links.

More specifically if two words have distance k they form
a link. A link is called within topic if the two words belong
to the same topic, otherwise it is across topic. If the cor-
responding links in the hypothesis and reference are both
within topic or both across topic the hypothesis is correct,
otherwise it is an error. The reported metric is the average
link error rate in percent. For each database k is half the
average topic length of the database.

All speech databases have been manually segmented based
on the manual transcripts. The results for automatic tran-
scripts of the meeting database have been obtained by trans-
ferring the manual topic segmentation to the results gener-
ated by the speech recognizer. The speech recognition sys-
tem segments the input by pause length. Based on time
stamps the next best utterance beginning is chosen as the
segment boundary.

[4] calculates the link error rate differently and his tech-
nique is used when reporting results on the C99-database.
The first step in his procedure is to calculate the average
link error rate for every text in the database. The link
length k for every text is determined as half the average
topic length of the respective text. The average link error
rate of a database is the average of the average link error
rate of all texts in the database.

As a baseline an “equal distance segmentation” is being
used, similar to Be in [4]. The dialogue is segmented into
utterances with equal sized topics of length d where d is the
average length of a topic in a training set. The parameter d
is estimated in a Round Robin procedure.

5. PROBABILISTIC MODELING

5.1 Introduction
The algorithm is based on a standard probabilistic mod-

eling approach. If D is a dialogue and L is a possible seg-
mentation the Viterbi algorithm is used to find the best
segmentation L∗

L∗ = argmaxL p(L|D) = argminL − log p(S)

where S = 〈D0, . . . , Dn〉 is the dialogue segmented into top-
ical segments Di. The model for p(S) is assumed to be de-
composable into models for the number of segments per dia-
logue p(#segments), the length of each segment p(length(di))
and models for the content of each segment given the seg-
ment length p(di|length(di)):

p(s) = p(#segments)
∏
i

p(length(di))p(di|length(di))

The most crucial assumption of this model is that all seg-
ments are assumed to be independent of each other which is
invalid in general, especially when a topic is resumed after a
digression. The dialogue segmentation model can be simpli-
fied by assuming exponential models for p(#segments) and
p(length(di)) and which allows to consolidate the two into a
single penalty P in the optimization:

L∗ = argminL
∑
i

P − log p(di|length(di))

where di is the ith segment of d with respect to the segmen-
tation L. Since the dialogue d is known we may call d[l : k]
the segment ranging from k to l and define

Mk,l−k−1 := − log p(d[k : l]|length(d[k : l]))



Finding the most likely sequence corresponds to finding the
best sequence L of strictly ascending indices such that the
sequence contains 0 as the first index and size of M as the
last:

L∗ = argminL
∑

0<i≤size(L)

P +ML[i−1],L[i]−L[i−1]−1

Since very long segments are extremely unlikely our imple-
mentation uses a maximum length constraint of 300 turns.
This number was chosen conservatively such that almost no
mistake was made, however the win in runtime was signifi-
cant since dialogues can be very long. The parameter P may
be chosen to derive segmentations of different lengths. Two
different strategies are used for determining P for a test
utterance, the penalty criterion for the C99-database and
segment ratio criterion the dialogue databases: The penalty
criterion determines P on the training database by taking
the mean of the Pi for each training utterance which gen-
erate the correct number of segments for that utterance.
The segment ratio criterion determines the average number
of utterances per topic on the training database which is
used to determine the number of topics for a test utterance.
P is determined for each test utterance using a logarithmic
search such that the desired number of segments is obtained.
Training and testing is done in a Round Robin fashion such
that the whole database can be tested.

5.2 Coherence features
Keyword repetition and speaker initiative can both be

modeled as coherence features by assuming that each seg-
ment follows its own language model. In the case of key-
word repetition the language model describes the keywords,
for speaker initiative it describes the speaker identity of an
utterance and potentially an indication of the initiative such
as utterance length (see Sec. 6 for details on the implementa-
tion of the features). The probabilistic model requires to de-
fine log p(di|length(di)) in an appropriate fashion. In speech
recognition [13] pioneered the use of so called cache models
that adapt themselves over time. Cache models have been
used in two flavors in the speech recognition community: Ei-
ther similar to [13] and accurately following the probabilistic
framework by continuously updating the context and calcu-
lating the probability for the next word on the fly (the dy-
namic approach) or by recognizing a segment of speech and
training a static language model on the speech recognition
result (the static approach). While initial experiments used
both models there are no differences in the experimental re-
sults. Since the static model is simpler to implement and
faster in execution it is used for all experiments reported.
The static model approach seems to be somewhat counter-
intuitive at first but it can also be explained in the minimum
description length framework [5]. The probabilistic frame-
work can explain the static model by associating a language
model with each segment boundary. The random variable
L may be reinterpreted as the segmentation including the
likelihood of the segment language model. If all language
models are assumed to be equally likely it is modeled by an-
other penalty that can be subsumed by P . To obtain better
estimates and avoid “zero probabilities” the cache model was
smoothed using absolute discounting with a fixed parameter
D = 0.5 [23]. The discounting method and parameters used
were fairly uncritical when compared to alternatives during
prestudies.

5.3 Region features
Region features are an extension of the common bound-

ary modeling approach to discourse segmentation. A region
mapping is a function f which maps an integer k onto an ar-
ray of k region labels. It can therefore be naturally extended
to a function f ′ which maps a segment di containing k ut-
terances to k segmentation labels. The intuition is that if
the length of the segment is known it has to follow a certain
fixed pattern. The simplest example is the classic boundary
modeling approach where

f(k)[j] :=

{
BOUNDARY if j = 0

NONBOUNDARY otherwise

The boundary modeling assumes that there are very specific
phrase or intonational events at or near the boundary (key
words and phrases). The equal size regions approach (3 re-
gions for Begin, Middle and End) can easily model changes
in general distributions such as the part of speech distribu-
tion: At the beginning new items are introduced explicitly
whereas they are referred to anaphorically towards the end.
They can be combined in the equal size + boundary approach
which features one region for the boundary and Begin, Mid-
dle and End regions. Since f ′ is a deterministic function of
the segment length length(di)

p(di|length(di)) = p(di|f ′(di), length(di))

In order to make this quantity tractable independence as-
sumptions have to be made: All segments in a topic are
independent given the segmentation labels, all segments de-
pend only on their respective segmentation label and after
those assumptions are applied there is no more dependency
on the length of the segment:

p(di|length(di)) =
∏
j

p(f ′(di)j |dij )
p(f ′(di)j)

·
∏
j

p(dij )

where f ′(di)j is the jth region label of f ′(di) and dij is the
jth utterance of the region di. Since p(dij ) is independent
of the segmentation L it can be ignored in the search proce-
dure. The score of the model is therefore just the probability
of the region label given the dialogue segment (as determined
by a classifier such as a neural network) divided by the prior
of the region label.

The advantage of this approach is that it extends bound-
ary classification to the classification of multiple regions. It
is particularly useful if we assume that simple regions of
topics have different properties which may provide a nat-
ural model of prosodic and stylistic difference across re-
gions. If one would use language model classifiers using part-

of-speech as features to determine
p(f ′(di)j |dij )

p(f ′(di)j)
the model

would burn down to the training of part-of-speech Markov
models for each segment of a topic which provides an in-
tuitive description stylistic regions. Alternatively one could
train a classifier with the same parameterization discrim-
inative – a neural network without hidden units and the
softmax function as its output or exponential models are
such classifiers (see also [30]).

6. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were carried out on the CallHome Span-

ish, a corpus of meetings, the Santa Barbara corpus and a
database used by [4] (C99-database). All experiments have



been carried out on manual transcripts unless noted other-
wise – only for the meeting corpus speech recognition results
have been available:

CallHome Spanish The whole corpus (120 conversations,
approximately 20min each) has been hand annotated
with topical segmentations. The corpus features tele-
phone calls in Spanish between family members calling
from the US to their home countries. The original cor-
pus [16] was published by [18] and recently the topical
segmentation along with further dialogue annotation
from our project Clarity were published as well [15].

Santa Barbara 7 of 12 English dialogues [14] have been
segmented manually. The corpus features all kinds
of oral interactions including meetings, evening events
and kitchen table discussions.

Meetings 8 English dialogues have been annotated with
topic segmentation and 2 of those have been processed
using a speech recognizer. The meetings are record-
ings of group meetings, mostly of our own data col-
lection group. The latest published speech recognition
error rates for this corpus are around 40% word error
rate and the out of vocabulary rate is about 1-2% for
each meeting [35, 39]. Speech recognition results were
available for two out of eight meetings and the top-
ical segmentation has been transferred to those (see
Sec. 4).

C99-database [4] used the Brown corpus to generate an
artificial topic segmentation problem and the corpus is
available (see [4]). A small program randomly grabbed
initial portions of Brown corpus texts and concate-
nated them as the topics of an artificial text. The
database consists of four subparts: 100 texts with top-
ics 3-5, 6-8 and 9-11 sentences in length and 400 with
topics of 3-11 sentences in length. The “all” database
is the concatenation of these four databases. To main-
tain consistency with his results his formula for the
average link error rate has been used.

The first question addressed was whether the probabilis-
tic modeling approach for keyword repetition and speaker
initiative compares well to standard algorithms. The stop-
words were removed from all databases and the first four
letters were retained from each word for all databases. On
the C99-database Porter stemming [27] was used instead of
the 4 letter stemming. Additionally the corresponding for-
mula for the calculation of the link error rate was used on
the C99-database (Sec. 4) to allow comparisons with [4]. For
speaker initiative each utterance was replaced by a single
token representing the speaker identity and the information
whether the speaker turn was long or short (a turn was de-
fined as short if it contains three words or less). In Tab. 1 the
probabilistic approach (R01) was compared to [4] (C99) and
the texttiling [10] approach (Tile). To present Tile in the
best light the implementation provided on Hearst’s WWW
page was chosen on the dialogue segmentation tasks and the
reimplementation of [4] on the C99 database 4.

4 Note that the same stemming algorithms were used for
all algorithms – [4] didn’t use Porter stemming in the tiling
implementation which was used here and Hearst’s algorithm
was also fed with the exact same input as the others. The

Link error rate in %
Database R01 C99 Tile Baseline

Dialogue segmentation, keyword repetition
SantaBarbara 39.0 53.7 49.2 49.0
CallHome 37.9 40.4 44.1 45.9
Meetings 37.6 45.2 44.6 47.8

Dialogue segmentation, speaker initiative
SantaBarbara 35.3 41.6 42.3 49.0
CallHome 45.5 43.8 43.0 45.9
Meetings 38.9 39.7 39.7 47.8

C99 database, keyword repetition
All 13.8 12.8 30.4 42
3-11 13.6 13.0 29.9 45
3-5 17.2 17.7 36.7 38
6-8 8.9 9.6 26.8 39
9-11 16.1 10.0 29.7 36

Table 1: Algorithm comparison: The proposed al-
gorithm (R01) is compared to [4] (C99) and [10]
(Tile) for keyword coherence and speaker initia-
tive based topical segmentation. The equal distance
baseline (baseline) is listed for comparison. It de-
livers excellent results on all database slightly worse
results than C99 on C99-database. The results on
the C99 database however have to be taken with a
grain of salt due to the artificial construction of the
database.

The results show that the new algorithm delivers excellent
results on the dialogue databases: The results are always
better than the other algorithms, in some cases by large
margins 5. The only exception is the speaker initiative cri-
terion for the CallHome database which may however be a
bad example since speaker initiative is likely a bad criterion
for that database (see further discussion below). Tile and
C99 seem to perform similar.

The results for the C99 database are very different, the
C99 and R01 algorithms perform similar with the exception
of the 9-11 part of the database where C99 performs a lot
better. The situation changes if the algorithms for deter-
mining the number of segments are changed: If the number
of segments for R01 is chosen to be the number of C99 the
result of R01 is not much worse. If both algorithms are
given the number of segments from the reference R01 per-
forms better. As noted above R01 worked a lot better on the
C99-database using the penalty criterion unlike the segmen-
tation ratio criterion used on the dialogue databases. Given
these results the author cautions the interpretation of the
results on the C99-database since it has been artificially con-
structed. Specifically the length distribution of the segments
seem to be unnatural and may place too much weight on the
algorithm determining the number of segments. Overall R01
is slightly worse than C99 on this database yet much better

author replaced the stopword removal and stemming from
the external algorithms and replaced them with his own im-
plementation. The native implementation of the Porter al-
gorithm of C99 delivered identical results to the reimple-
mentation used here.
5 The results for Tile and C99 improve when their native
criterion for determining the number of segments is replaced
by the segmentation ratio criterion presented here – however
R01 still performs significantly better. These results are
not shown in the tables since they are secondary and would
require much more space.



Link error rate in %
Features None 4 letters No mapping Trigram
Stopwords No Yes No Yes Yes

Santa Barbara (baseline 49.0%)
39.0 38.6 41.1 41.0 43.8

Speaker + ls 35.3 38.5 38.7 35.9 41.8 41.8
Speaker 39.1 36.4 39.4 36.2 40.5 41.7

CallHome Spanish (baseline 45.9%)
38.6 38.4 39.4 38.6 37.2

Speaker + ls 45.6 38.8 39.6 39.3 38.3 37.3
Speaker 45.3 38.4 38.3 39.1 38.8 37.2

Meetings,topic segmented database (8 meetings)
manual transcript (baseline 47.8%)

Second human 32.3%
37.6 33.1 37.6 34.3 35.3

Speaker + ls 38.9 35.6 33.1 36.9 32.9 33.7
Speaker 42.6 36.0 32.9 37.9 33.8 34.9

Table 2: Dialogue segmentation: Topical segmen-
tation was tested on the Santa Barbara corpus, Call-
Home Spanish and the meeting corpus, all corpora
manually transcribed and annotated with speakers.
Two types of features are being compared, keyword
repetition and speaker repetition.

than Tile and the other algorithms tested in [4].
Tab. 2 compares coherence features. For word repetition

the following choices can be made: (a) should stopwords
be modeled as well and (b) should a word be mapped onto
some baseform (stemming). The inclusion of stopwords may
model the speaker identity implicitly or it may model gen-
eral speaking style. The stemming algorithms tested were
No mapping which doesn’t perform any stemming, the 4-
letter stemming which maps a word onto its first 4 letters
and the trigram method which maps each word onto the
trigrams that occur in it. The 4 letter stemming seems
to be effective. Additional attempts to use Porter stem-
ming [27] on the English database did not show improved
results. The trigram stemming may capture endearments or
other morphological features in Spanish which may explain
its effectiveness on CallHome. The inclusion of stop words
is typically improving the performance if speaker initiative
is not modeled.

For speaker initiative each utterance can either be re-
placed by the speaker identity itself (Speaker) or the speaker
identity plus the information whether the utterance was long
or short (Speaker+LS). An utterance is called short if it
contains three words or less. This definition is designed to
capture the information whether a speaker issued a domi-
nant dialogue act or a non-dominant dialogue act. Short
utterance tend to be non-dominant dialogue acts such as
backchannels or answers. A strong correlation of dominance
and the dialogue act type has been shown empirically by
[17] and the results indicate that the Speaker+LS feature
performs significantly better than the Speaker feature by it-
self. The long/short criterion has the advantage that it may
also be implemented easily without having access to a speech
recognition engine. Other encodings of speaker initiative did
not improve the results.

The speaker initiative approach doesn’t seem to be very
successful on CallHome Spanish. The reason for that fact
may be seen in the familiarity of the speakers and their es-
tablished (dominance) relationship as well as in the fact that
one speaker is abroad whereas the other is “back home”.

Meetings, LVCSR database
Link error rate in %

Features manual machine
baseline 42.4 42.1
words,no stopwords 34.3 38.7
words+stopwords 32.5 35.2
speaker+ls 36.9 36.5
speaker+ls and words, no stopwords 34.0 39.4
speaker+ls and words+stopwords 30.4 33.6

Table 3: Speech Recognition: Two of the meetings
have been fully decoded by an LVCSR system with
a word error rate of approximately 40% [35]. The 4
letter word normalization has been used (see Tab. 2).

Both properties may lead to dialogues where the dominance
is rarely shifting between topics. For the multi-party dia-
logues in the Santa Barbara and meeting corpus however
speaker initiative outperforms the keyword based approach.
On meetings the combination of the two delivers the best
results.

Tab. 3 demonstrates the effect of speech recognition on
the segmentation accuracy. While the result for keywords
information is worse using speech recognition it is not as bad
as one might assume. This result may also be due to con-
sistent misrecognitions that might be produced by a speech
recognizer due to keywords that are missing from the vocab-
ulary. Using stopwords additionally to words resulted in a
significant improvement in link error rate with no degrada-
tion introduced by the speech recognizer. Speaker initiative
can be used by itself and it can be combined successfully
with word and stopword information. The results have to
be taken with caution due to the small size of the database
available and the manual annotation of speaker identity.

In Tab. 4 the effect of part-of-speech features for region
modeling is shown. A neural network classifier was trained
without hidden units, the softmax output function was used
as the output function. The vocabulary for the neural net-
work (NN) and language model (LM) classifier were the
most frequent 500 word/part of speech pairs while the re-
maining words are mapped on their part of speech. The
effects are clear especially for the equal size+boundary re-
gion model and the improvements can also be confirmed
when combining the model with repetition modeling, espe-
cially on CallHome Spanish. It is therefore clear that there
are changes in the word and part of speech distributions in
different topical regions. However the combination of word
based region modeling with the best repetition model didn’t
always yield better results for the other databases. Neural
network performed significantly better than language mod-
els as region classifiers on some segmentation tasks but are
slightly worse on some others.

7. CONCLUSION
A probabilistic framework for dialogue segmentation is

presented and applied. The algorithm proposed has a clean
probabilistic interpretation and performs well compared to
[10, 4], especially on dialogue databases. There is still room
for improvement, especially information about cooccurence
of words could be included in the model as suggested by
[2, 26, 38] and more work on prosodic features could be
attempted. The algorithm was tested on a variety of spon-



Link error rate in %
Coherence No Segmentation

feature region boundary equal size both
NN LM NN LM NN LM

CallHome Spanish
none 45.9 43.4 42.6 38.3 39.3 36.5 37.8

keyword 38.6 35.8 34.1 36.2 35.6 34.7 33.6
speaker+ls 45.6 42.8 42.3 43.2 42.2 41.9 41.4

both 38.8 36.5 34.3 37.4 35.7 35.6 34.9
Meeting

none 47.8 38.9 37.4 42.1 45.1 41.5 46.0
keyword 37.6 36.2 37.9 37.9 36.9 37.1 39.5

speaker+ls 35.6 38.0 36.7 40.7 36.9 39.7 40.1
both 36.0 37.7 36.1 35.6 36.3 36.6 35.8

Santa Barbara
none 49.0 40.1 41.0 43.4 48.9 44.1 48.2

keyword 39.0 40.0 38.1 39.7 40.4 39.5 40.8
speaker+ls 38.5 37.7 38.0 38.8 42.9 38.9 41.0

both 36.4 36.2 38.9 37.5 38.7 37.4 37.1

Table 4: Segmentation using word based regions:
A neural network (NN) and language model clas-
sifier (LM) were trained to discriminate between
different regions of topical segments, either just
boundary vs. non-boundary, equal sized regions (be-
gin/middle/end) or a combination of the two (both).
The table shows the combination of these features
with keyword repetition (keyword) and speaker ini-
tiative (speaker+LS) and the combination of the two
(both).

taneous speech corpora and (stemmed) keywords, character
n-gram and speaker initiative were used as features. Speaker
initiative was found to perform almost as well as keyword
repetition: This finding confirms the intuition that topi-
cal change is correlated with the activity the speaker are
engaging in and their speaking rights which is encoded in
their speaker initiative distribution. The results however
also show that speaker initiative may fail in certain situa-
tions such as CallHome Spanish where only one speaker is
dominant while the topic may be changing. Determining
speaker initiative according to the definition here should be
very tractable since speaker identity may be available triv-
ially or it can be determined very effectively and reliably
in meeting situations [24]. Modeling begin/middle/end as
well as the boundary of a topical segment it was possible to
exploit changes in the word and part of speech distribution.

Dialogue segmentation can therefore be done with a cou-
ple of features with similar performance. These features
include lexical cohesion, speaker initiative and changes in
the part of speech profile. The results presented here there-
fore fit the general claim of the author that dialogue style
has to be an important feature in information access sys-
tems for spoken interactions. Speech recognition – even on
hard corpora – didn’t have a disastrous impact on the seg-
mentation performance but resulted in significant degrada-
tion. Speaker initiative is a very powerful criterion which
can likely be detected reliably without the need for expen-
sive LVCSR.
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